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Abstract. I review recent measurements of a large set of flow observables associated
with event-shape fluctuations and collective expansion in heavy ion collisions. First,
these flow observables are classified and experiment methods are introduced. The
experimental results for each type of observables are then presented and compared
to theoretical calculations. A coherent picture of initial condition and collective flow
based on linear and non-linear hydrodynamic responses is derived, which qualitatively
describe most experimental results. I discuss new types of fluctuation measurements
that can further our understanding of the event-shape fluctuations and collective
expansion dynamics.
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1. Introduction
Relativistic heavy ion collisions at the RHIC and the LHC create a hot and dense
nuclear matter that is composed of strongly interacting quarks and gluons. This
initially produced matter has an asymmetric shape in the transverse plane. Driven
by the large pressure gradients arising from the strong interactions, the matter
expands collectively and transfers the asymmetry in the initial geometry into azimuthal
anisotropy of produced particles in momentum space [1, 2]. Hydrodynamic models
are used to understand the space-time evolution of the matter from the measured
azimuthal anisotropy. The success of these models in describing the anisotropy of
particle production in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and the LHC [3–9] places important
constraints on the transport properties, such as ratio of shear viscosity to entropy density
η/s, and initial conditions of the produced matter [10–15].
For many years, the initially-produced fireball was treated as a smooth and boost
invariant distribution of quarks and gluons, given by the overlap of two Woods-saxon
functions that describe the distribution of nucleons in the two colliding nuclei. One
important insight emerged around 2010 is the dominant role of event-by-event (EbyE)
fluctuation [2] of nuclear wave-functions: the transverse positions of nucleons in the
overlap region, as well as the parton density profiles inside those nucleons can fluctuate
from collision to collision (earlier work on fluctuations can be found in Ref. [16]). As a
result, each collision produces a different and lumpy fireball, each has its own shape and
each features its own hydrodynamic expansion. Indeed, the azimuthal distribution of
produced particles, when expanded into a Fourier series, shows significant harmonics up
to at least 6th order. The relative strength of these harmonics, their centrality, transverse
momentum (pT) and particle mass dependence are well described by hydrodynamic
calculations that were also performed on an EbyE basis [17–20].
The rich patterns in the initial state fluctuations and the resulting hydrodynamic
expansion also imply a large space of information associated with many new flow
observables [21–25]. Initial measurements have been carried out on some of these
observables, noticeably the probability distribution of individual harmonics [8] and
amplitude or phase correlations between different harmonics [9, 26]. Studies of these
observables are further augmented using recently proposed event-shape techniques [24,
27, 28]. These measurements already provided unprecedented insights on the nature of
the initial density fluctuations and dynamics of the collective evolution. Future detailed
mapping of these flow observables requires concerted efforts. The goal of this article
is to provide a concise introduction of these new flow observables, review the status
of current measurements, and discuss open issues and future physics opportunities in
exploring these observables. More information on the current status of the harmonic
flow measurements can be found in a contribution by R. Snellings in the same issue [29].
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2. Event-by-event flow observables
2.1. Eccentricities and azimuthal flow harmonics
When describing the transverse expansion dynamics, it is convenient to parameterize
the probability distribution of the particle production in azimuthal angle φ in each event
by a Fourier expansion:
dN/dφ ∝ 1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
vn cosn(φ− Φn) , (1)
where vn and Φn represent the magnitude and the phase (referred to as the event plane
or EP) of the nth-order harmonic flow, which are often represented as a two-dimensional
vector or in a complex form:
~vn = (vn cosnΦn, vn sinnΦn) ≡ vneinΦn . (2)
The first few harmonics are referred to as dipolar, elliptic, triangular, quadrangular flow
etc.
Since the number of particles in each event is finite, the values of vn and Φn can not
be obtained event-by-event. Instead, they are estimated using the azimuthal distribution
of particles in the event:
~v obsn = (v
obs
n cosnΨn, v
obs
n sinnΨn) ≡ vobsn einΨn =
〈
einφ
〉
. (3)
where the average is over all produced particles in the event. The estimated flow vector
~v obsn smears around ~vn. This smearing can be removed statistically via an unfolding
method [8] or corrected for on average via the event-plane method [1] or the scalar-
product method [30].
The development of harmonic flow is driven by the asymmetries in the pressure
gradients of the matter, which in turn is controlled by the detailed shape configuration
of the initial density profile. The shape configuration of each event is often characterized
by a set of eccentricity vector ~εn, calculated from the transverse positions (r, φ) of the
participating nucleons relative to their center of mass [2, 11]:
~εn = (εn cosnΦ
∗
n, εn sinnΦ
∗
n) or εne
inΦ∗n = −〈r
meinφ〉
〈rm〉 ,m =
{
3 n = 1
n n > 1
(4)
where 〈...〉 denotes an average over the transverse position of all participating nucleons,
and the εn and angle Φ
∗
n (also known as participant-plane, PP) represent the magnitude
and orientation of the eccentricity vector, respectively. Hydrodynamic calculations
shows that the first few flow harmonics are directly related to the eccentricities of the
corresponding order, e.g. ~vn ∝ ~εn for n ≤ 3 [31, 32]. By default the radial weights
are chosen as m = n for n > 1, and m = 3 for n = 1 [11]. But sometimes they
are also calculated using other weights, for example m = 2 [2]. These alternative
definitions of eccentricity capture the degree of freedom along the radial direction,
and reflect important information of the system, such as the system size and density
gradients [11,32,33]. Events with the same εn values in the default definition Eq. 4 may
have different values when calculated with alternative weights.
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2.2. Flow fluctuations and observables
In heavy ion collisions, the number of participating nucleons Npart is finite and
their positions fluctuate randomly in the transverse plane, leading to strong
EbyE fluctuations of εn and Φ
∗
n. These fluctuations also result in non-trivial
correlations between eccentricities and PP angles of different order characterized by
p(εn, εm, ...,Φ
∗
n,Φ
∗
m, ...) [24, 25]. Consequently, the matter created in each collision
follows a different collective expansion, with its own set of flow harmonics. Experimental
observables describing harmonic flow can be generally given by the joint probability
distribution (pdf) of all vn and Φn:
p(vn, vm, ....,Φn,Φm, ....) =
1
Nevts
dNevts
dvndvm...dΦndΦm...
, (5)
with each variable being a function of pT, η etc [34]. Among these, the joint probability
distribution of the EP angles
dNevts
dΦ1dΦ2...dΦl
∝
∞∑
cn=−∞
ac1,c2,...,cl cos(c1Φ1 + c2Φ2...+ clΦl),
ac1,c2,...,cl = 〈cos(c1Φ1 + c2Φ2 + ...+ clΦl)〉 (6)
can be reduced to the following EP correlators [21–23]:
〈cos(c1Φ1 + 2c2Φ2...+ lclΦl)〉 , c1 + 2c2...+ lcl = 0. (7)
Due to n-fold symmetry of Φn, these correlators should be invariant under a phase
shift Φn → Φn + 2pi/n. It should also be invariant under a global rotation by any angle.
The first condition requires that the EP angle of the nth-order harmonic appears as
integer multiple of nΦn, while the second condition requires the sum of the coefficients
to vanish. Together they lead to the constraint in Eq. 7.
Heavy ion experiments at RHIC and LHC have recorded billions of Pb+Pb or
Au+Au collisions, which are distributed according to the underlying pdf given by
Eq. 5. However, it is more practical to measure the projections of the full probability
distribution on a finite number of variables. These projected distributions can be
generally classified into three types: 1) those involving only the flow amplitudes, 2)
those involving only the flow phases or event-plane angles, and 3) those involving both
amplitudes and phases. These are listed in the left column of Tab. 1.
It is not always straightforward to directly measure the flow probability
distributions, instead, the information of Eq. 5 can also be obtained in terms of
its moments measured by a m-particle azimuthal correlation of the following general
form [21]:〈〈
ein1φ1ein2φ2 ...einmφm
〉〉
=
〈
vobsn1 e
in1Ψ1 vobsn2 e
in2Φ2 ... vobsnme
inmΨm
〉
=
〈
vn1e
in1Φ1 vn2e
in2Φ2 ... vnme
inmΦm
〉
+ non-flow
= 〈vn1vn2 ...vnm cos(n1Φn1 + n2Φn2 ...+ nmΦnm)〉+ non-flow (8)
where Σni = 0. The double average in the left hand side is carried out over all m-
particles in one event then over all events, while the single averages are carried out over
the events. All sine terms drops out after the averages. The event average also removes
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any statistical smearing effects, leading to the second line of the equation. Note that
the angle φn refers to the azimuthal angle of n
th particle, while Ψn and Φn refers to the
nth-order observed and true event plane, respectively. This equation is also conveniently
expressed as:
〈cos(n1φ1 + n2φ2...+ nmφm)〉 = 〈vn1vn2 ...vnm cos(n1Φn1 + n2Φn2 ...+ nmΦnm)〉+ non-flow
(9)
In the absence of non-flow, the m-particle correlation reduces to one particular mth-order
moment (Eq. 9) of the underlying flow probability distribution.
According to the traditional definition of moments or cumulants, the mth-order
moment of the underlying pdf Eq. 5 should has the form of 〈Xn1Xn2 ...Xnm〉 with
Xk = vk or Φk. However the azimuthal correlation analysis discussed above uses a
different definition Xk = vke
ikΦk , which in general does not capture the full information
of the pdf. For example, since 〈Xk〉 = 0, all the odd moments of p(vn), such as 〈vn〉 or
〈v3n〉, can not be accessed directly via the multi-particle correlation method.
The m-particle correlation is often combined with correlations involving less number
of particles to construct the corresponding m-particle cumulant, which removes non-flow
correlations of order less than m, i.e:
〈Xn1Xn2 ...Xnm〉c = 〈Xn1Xn2 ...Xnm〉 − all lower-order correlations (10)
For example, 〈XY 〉c = 〈XY 〉 − 〈X〉 〈Y 〉, and 〈XY Z〉c = 〈XY Z〉 − 〈XY 〉 〈Z〉 −
〈Y Z〉 〈Z〉−〈ZX〉 〈Y 〉+2 〈X〉 〈Y 〉 〈Z〉. However, since Xk = vkeikΦk , many combinations
vanish in multi-particle correlation analysis (see some concrete examples are given
below).
Each of the three types of reduced pdfs in Tab. 1 has its own multi-particle
correlations from Eq. 9. The corresponding cumulant involves particular combination
with several lower order moments. For example, ignoring non-flow, the first few moments
and cumulants of p(vn) accessible to the correlation analysis are :
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2)〉〉 =
〈
v2n cos(nΦn − nΦn)
〉
=
〈
v2n
〉
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2 + nφ3 − nφ4)〉〉 =
〈
v4n cos(nΦn − nΦn + nΦn − nΦn)
〉
=
〈
v4n
〉
... (11)
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2)〉〉c =
〈
v2n
〉
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2 + nφ3 − nφ4)〉〉c = 〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2 + nφ3 − nφ4)〉 −
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2)〉〉 〈〈cos(nφ3 − nφ4)〉〉 − 〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ4)〉〉 〈〈cos(nφ2 − nφ3)〉〉
=
〈
v4n
〉
− 2
〈
v2n
〉2
... (12)
with subscript “c” denoting the cumulant form and with the assumption that Φn is
the same for the two particles. The single particle flow coefficients vn{2k} are then
calculated from these cumulants, e.g:
vn{2}2 ≡ 〈v2n〉 ,−vn{4}4 ≡ 〈v4n〉 − 2〈v2n〉2 , ...
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Similarly, the lowest-order moment and cumulant for p(vn, vm), which are accessible
to the correlation analysis, involve four-particle correlation of the following form:
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2 +mφ3 −mφ4)〉〉 =
〈
v2nv
2
m cos(nΦn − nΦn +mΦm −mΦm)
〉
=
〈
v2nv
2
m
〉
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2 +mφ3 −mφ4)〉〉c = 〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2 +mφ3 −mφ4)〉〉 −
〈〈cos(nφ1 − nφ2)〉〉 〈〈cos(mφ3 −mφ4)〉〉 =
〈
v2nv
2
m
〉
−
〈
v2n
〉 〈
v2m
〉
(13)
Clearly, this four-particle cumulant, first proposed in Ref. [35], reduces to zero if flow
magnitudes vn and vm are un-correlated. Similar relations can be easily derived for
correlation between three or more flow magnitudes.
The correlation between event-plane angles, p(Φn,Φm, ...), can be accessed via
multi-particle correlation derived from Eq. 9 (sgn(x) denotes the sign of x):〈〈
cos(sgn(c1)Σ
|c1|
i1=1
φi1 + ...+ sgn(cl)Σ
|cl|
il=1
lφil)
〉〉
=
〈
v
|c1|
1 ...v
|cl|
l cos(c1Φ1 + ...+ lclΦl)
〉
(14)
which involves Σli=1|ci| number of particles with Σli=1(ici) = 0. The corresponding
cumulant has identical expression. The right-hand side of this expression, referred to
as the scalar product (SP) [30, 36], is similar to that defined in Eq. 7, except for the
vn weight. This definition was argued to be preferable over Eq. 7 as the results are
independent of resolution of the event planes in the experiments [36, 37].
The last category of pdf in Tab. 1 is the mixed correlations involving both
magnitudes and the phases of harmonic flow, e. g. p(vl,Φn,Φm, ...). The cumulant
form can be easily obtained from Eq. 9. For example, the lowest-order moment and
cumulant for p(v2,Φ3,Φ6) accessible to the correlation analysis can be obtained from a
five-particle correlation:
〈〈cos(3φ1 + 3φ2 − 6φ3 + 2φ4 − 2φ5)〉〉 =
〈
v22v
2
3v6 cos(3Φ3 + 3Φ3 − 6Φ6 + 2Φ2 − 2Φ2)
〉
=
〈
v22v
2
3v6 cos 6(Φ3 − Φ6)
〉
(15)
〈〈cos(3φ1 + 3φ2 − 6φ3 + 2φ4 − 2φ5)〉〉c =
〈
v22v
2
3v6 cos 6(Φ3 − Φ6)
〉
−
〈
v22
〉〈
v23v6 cos 6(Φ3 − Φ6)
〉
(16)
This cumulant reduces to zero if flow amplitudes and EP angles are un-correlated. Note
that if some of the indices are the same, the cumulants takes somewhat different form.
For example the lowest-order non-zero cumulants for p(v2,Φ2,Φ4) is:
〈〈cos(2φ1 + 2φ2 − 4φ3 + 2φ4 − 2φ5)〉〉c =
〈
v42v4 cos 4(Φ2 − Φ4)
〉
− 3
〈
v22
〉〈
v22v4 cos 4(Φ2 − Φ4)
〉
(17)
A factor of three in the second term in the right-hand of the equation arises because
one can swap φ1 or φ2 with φ4.
The flow observables listed in Tab. 1 can also be accessed via the recently proposed
event-shape selection method [24,26–28]. In this method, events in a narrow centrality
interval are further classified according to the observed vm signal (m = 2 and 3) in
a forward rapidity range. This classification selects events with similar multiplicity
but very different ellipticity or triangularity. The values of vn are then measured at
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mid-rapidity using the standard flow techniques. Since the p(vm) distributions are very
broad, the correlation of vm with vn and/or Φl can be explored over a wide vm range. The
event-shape selection techniques are also sensitive to any differential correlation between
εm and εn for fixed centrality, which would otherwise be washed-out when averaging over
different initial configurations. One example is the strong anti-correlation between ε2
and ε3 predicted by the MC Glauber model [24,38]. A recent transport model calculation
shows that this correlation survives the collective expansion and appears as a similar
anti-correlation between v2 and v3 [24].
pdfs cumulants event-shape method
p(vn) vn{2k}, k = 1,2,...
p(vn, vm) 〈v2nv2m〉 − 〈v2n〉〈v2m〉, n 6= m
...
Flow-
amplitudes
p(vn, vm, vl) 〈v2nv2mv2l 〉+ 2〈v2n〉〈v2m〉〈v2l 〉−
〈v2nv2m〉〈v2l 〉 − 〈v2mv2l 〉〈v2n〉 − 〈v2l v2n〉〈v2m〉
yes
n 6= m 6= l
...
... Obtained recursively as above
EP-
correlation
p(Φn,Φm, ...) 〈v|cn|n v|cm|m ... cos(cnnΦn + cmmΦm + ...)〉∑
k kck = 0
yes
Mixed-
correlation
p(vl,Φn,Φm, ...)
〈v2l v|cn|n v|cm|m ... cos(cnnΦn + cmmΦm + ...)〉−
〈v2l 〉〈v|cn|n v|cm|m ... cos(cnnΦn + cmmΦm + ...)〉∑
k kck = 0, n 6= m 6= l...
yes
Table 1. Event-by-event flow observables in terms of probability density distributions
(left column) and lowest-order cumulants accessible to the correlation analyses (middle
column). Most of them can also be accessed via event-shape selection methods (right
column). Note that if some of the indices are the same, the cumulants take somewhat
different form, e.g. Eq. 17.
Last few years witnessed impressive progresses in studying these flow observables,
both experimentally and theoretically. They have greatly improved our understanding
of the fluctuations in the initial density profile and hydrodynamics response in the final
state [39–41]. We now know that the elliptic flow and triangular flow are the dominant
harmonics, and they are driven mainly by the linear response to the ellipticity and
triangularity of the initially produced fireball [31, 32]:
v2e
i2Φ2 ∝ ε2ei2Φ∗2 , v3ei3Φ3 ∝ ε3ei3Φ∗3 . (18)
In contrast, the higher-order harmonics v4, v5 and v6 arise from both the initial geometry
and non-linear mixing of lower-order harmonics [15, 32, 42]. The relative contributions
of linear and non-linear effects to these higher-order harmonics can be separated cleanly
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using the event-shape selection techniques. The details are discussed in Secs. 3.3 and
3.4.
The presence of large EbyE fluctuations of εn and Φ
∗
n also has consequence on the
anisotropy of jet production at high pT. Since the energy loss of a jet depends on the
length and local energy density along its path traversing the medium, jet production
rate is expected to be sensitive to fluctuations of the event shape in the initial state.
Recently model calculations predicts sizable v1–v6 for jet production in A+A collisions
at high pT [43–45].
3. Results
3.1. Differential measurements of single flow harmonics vn
Until recently, most flow studies were aimed at event-averaged vn coefficients, measured
differentially as a function of pT, η, centrality and particle species [3, 5, 6, 46–48].
Many experimental methods have been developed in these measurements, including the
event-plane method vn{EP} [1], two-particle correlation method vn{2PC} [49], scalar-
product method vn{SP} [30], multi-particle cumulant method vn{2}, vn{4}... [50, 51],
and lee-yang-zero method vn{LYZ} [52]. These methods are all based on multi-particle
correlation concept, but they are constructed to have very different sensitivity to flow
fluctuations and non-flow effects. In a nut-shell, the higher-order cumulant (vn{2k} for
k > 1) and lee-yang-zero methods suppress both non-flow effects and flow fluctuations.
The vn{2PC}, vn{SP} and vn{2} are closely related to the RMS value of p(vn):
vn{2PC} ≈ vn{SP} ≈ vn{2} ≈
√
〈v2n〉 , (19)
and they are sensitive to not only flow fluctuations but also non-flow effects, however the
latter can be suppressed by requiring a rapidity gap between pair of particles. The most
popular method, vn{EP}, is known to introduce non-trivial biases in the presence of flow
fluctuations [53], and hence should be used with caution. For all practical purpose, it
can be replaced by vn{SP}. More detailed discussion and comparison of these methods
can be found in Ref. [41,54].
Last few years (since 2010) also witnessed rapid development of hydrodynamic
modeling of heavy ion collisions [12]. Confronted with large amount of vn data, theorists
are able to fine tune their models in terms of both the initial conditions and the
hydrodynamic response. For example, when the first v3 measurement was obtained by
the PHENIX and ALICE collaboration [3, 5], it became clear that the commonly used
MC-KLN initial condition was unable to simultaneously describe the v2 and v3 data. As
more detailed differential vn data became available, most early initial geometry models
(prior to 2010) have been ruled out. The recently developed IP-Glasma model [55]
takes into account gluons field fluctuations inside nucleons and the associated gluon
saturation effects. As shown in Fig. 1, the IP-Glasma initial condition combined with
viscous hydrodynamic evolution, describe a large set of the measured vn(pT, centrality)
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Figure 1. Calulation of vn(pT) for n = 1–5 from viscous hydro-calculation based
on IP-Glamas initial condition [12], compared with data rom RHIC (left column) with
constant η/s (top-left) and temperature dependent η/s (bottom-left) and from LHC
(right column) with initial flow (top-right) and temperature dependent η/s (bottom-
right). The v1 is the mean value, while v2–v6 are the RMS values.
spectrum. However, this description is not perfect everywhere, in particular for dipolar
flow v1 at LHC (see [12], but not shown here) and higher-order harmonics.
One challenge for the theory is the vn spectrum in ultra-central collisions, events
in 0-1% centrality or less [6,56]. The original motivation is that the initial conditions in
these collisions are predominantly generated by fluctuations such that the magnitudes
of first several εn are comparable, and that the hydrodynamic response is expected to
be linear vn ∝ εn for all harmonics [31] ‡. Hence these collisions are expected to provide
better constraints on the mechanism of the density fluctuations. The precision data
from CMS and ATLAS show several features that are not described by models: 1) v3 is
comparable or larger than v2 as shown in Fig. 2. This is challenging since naively one
expect ε3 ≈ ε2, but the v3 should suffer larger viscous correction. 2) The v2(pT) has
very different shape comparing to other harmonics (Fig. 3). It peaks at much lower pT,
around 1.5 GeV compare to 3-4 GeV for other harmonics. 3) The v2 is also observed
to break the factorization relation at 20-30% level, while such breaking is much less
in other centrality and for higher-order harmonics in all centrality [6, 56]. The current
hydro calculations describe the factorization data for v2 but over-predict those for the
v3 [57].
‡ The εn of all order are comparable when calculated with r2 weight, but increase gradually with n
for rn weight.
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0-1% 
Figure 2. The pT-integrated vn vs. n in ultra-central Pb+Pb collisions from CMS
for 0-0.2% centrality (left) and ATLAS for 0-1% centrality (right), compared with
hydrodynamic model calculations with different initial conditions. Figures are taken
from Ref. [56] and Ref. [10], respectively.
Figure 3. The vn(pT) for n = 2–6 in ultra-central Pb+Pb collisions from CMS
for 0-0.2% centrality [56] and from 3+1D ideal hydrodynamic model calculations with
initial conditions from AMPT model [58,59].
In a recent work, G. Denicol et.al. suggest that the nucleon-nucleon correlation
and effects of bulk viscosity can reduce the v2 values relative to v3, thus partially but
not completely resolving the hierarchy problem in Fig. 3 [60]. It is possible that the
longitudinal fluctuations and event-plane decorrelation effects might be responsible for
the smallness of v2 and the strange v2(pT) shape, as indicated by a recent 3+1D hydro
calculation that include longitudinal dynamics [58,59].
The vn data is precise enough to also improve the present modeling of other aspects
of space-time evolution of the collisions, such as the early-time dynamics and initial
flow, the temperature dependence of η/s (see also Fig. 3), and non-linear hydrodynamic
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response for v2 or v3 [12, 61–63].
3.2. Flow distribution p(vn)
Due to large fluctuations in the initial density profile, εn varies strongly event to event.
Calculations based on a Monte-Carlo (MC) Glauber model show that, even for events
in a very narrow centrality interval, εn can fluctuate from zero to several times its mean
value, leading to a very broad probability density distribution p(εn) [8]. In central
and mid-central collisions where the Npart is large and flow response is approximately
linear, the fluctuations of eccentricity and flow coefficients can be approximated by a
2-D Gaussian [64]:
p(~εn) ≈ 1
2piδ2
εn
e−(~εn−~ε
0
n )
2/(2δ2εn ) , p(~vn) ≈ 1
2piδ2
vn
e−(~vn−~v
0
n )
2/(2δ2vn ) , (20)
where the ~ε 0n and ~v
0
n represent the eccentricity and flow vector associated with
average geometry in the reaction plane, and δεn or δvn reflects the width of the
fluctuations. Integration of this function over the azimuthal angle gives the one-
dimensional (1D) probability density of vn = |~vn| in the form of the Bessel–Gaussian
(B-G) function [64,65]:
p(vn) =
vn
δ2
vn
e
− (vn)
2+(v0n)
2
2δ2
vn I0
(
v0nvn
δ2
vn
)
, (21)
where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. If the β ≡ v0n/δvn  1 which is
suitable for p(v2) in central collision or for p(v3), the v
0
n can be absorbed into the width
parameter [8]:
p(vn) =
vn
δ′2
vn
e−v
2
n /(2δ′2vn ) +O
(
βvn/δvn
)4
, δ′2
vn
= δ2
vn
(1− β2/2)−1. (22)
Thus when fluctuation is large, the value of v0n is constrained mainly by the tail of the
distribution.
Traditionally, the information of p(vn) has been inferred from the multi-particle
cumulants, vn{2}, vn{4} and so on. The first four of these cumulants can be expressed
as [64]:
vn{2}2 ≡ 〈v2n〉 ,
vn{4}4 ≡ −〈v4n〉+ 2〈v2n〉2 ,
vn{6}6 ≡
(
〈v6n〉 − 9〈v4n〉〈v2n〉+ 12〈v2n〉3
)
/4 ,
vn{8}8 ≡ −
(
〈v8n〉 − 16〈v6n〉〈v2n〉 − 18〈v4n〉2 + 144〈v4n〉〈v2n〉2 − 144〈v2n〉4
)
/33 . (23)
The 〈v2kn 〉 is calculated as the cosine average of azimuthal angle of all combination of 2k
particles, and in the absence of non-flow, it is equivalent to the corresponding moment
of the vn distribution:
〈v2kn 〉 =
〈
cos(
k∑
j=1
n(φ2j − φ2j+1))
〉
≡
∫
v2kn p(vn)dvn, (24)
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Figure 4. ALICE measurements of (left) centrality dependence of v1, v2
and v3 estimated with multi-particle cumulants, and (right) transverse momentum
dependence of v2 and v3 estimated with four-particle cumulants [66].
where 〈..〉 denote the average over all combinations in a event then over all events. For
B-G distribution, these cumulants have a particularly simple form [64]:
vn{2k} =

√
(v0n)
2 + 2δ2
vn
k = 1
v0n k > 1
(25)
Hence the observation that vn{4} ≈ vn{6} ≈ vn{8}, see Figure 4 for v2, has been used
as evidence that flow fluctuation is Gaussian. In this case, assuming that the non-flow
contribution is small, the vn{2} and vn{4} can be used to extract v0n (the component
associated with average geometry) and δvn (component associated with fluctuation).
One limitation with the cumulant framework is that it is not possible to describe
vn fluctuation using a small set of cumulants such that higher-order cumulants
systematically vanishes, as in a taylor expansion. The higher-order cumulants are
obtained after cancellation between several large numbers, so it can have sizable
systematic uncertainties. Furthermore, if v0n is large, vn{2k} for k > 1 may not be
very sensitive to significant deviations from Bessel–Gaussian distribution. To illustrate
this, one example B-G distribution shown in Fig. 5 is divided into two equal halves, and
the vn{2k} are calculated analytically for each half using Eqs. 23. Despite the fact that
the truncated distribution in each half is non-Gaussian, the higher-order cumulants for
k > 1 are very close to each other. Hence the similarity between vn{4}, vn{6} and vn{8}
can not be used to conclude the flow fluctuation is Gaussian §
For collisions with small Npart (p+A or peripheral A+A collisions), the fluctuations
of εn and vn deviate strongly from Gaussian and maybe described by a power-law
function [67]:
p(vn) = 2αvn(1− v2n)α−1 (26)
§ For some other functional forms, we find that vn{2k} for k > 1 are not the same, and some terms in
the right-hand side of Eq. (23) may even be negative.
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Figure 5. The distribution of Bessel-Gaussian function requiring v0n = δvn . This
distribution is divided into two halves with equal integral, labeled by A and B,
respectively. The table at the right panel summarizes the values of cumulants vn{2k}
for the full distribution and each half in units of δvn , calculated via Eqs. 23.
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Figure 6. The event-by-event distributions of v2, v3 and v4 [8]. Curves are fits to
Bessel-Gaussian function Eq. 21 but with v 0n = 0 (or equivalently Eq. 22).
where α is proportional to Npart. In this case, the collisions have no average geometry,
nevertheless the vn{2k} for k > 1 are generally non-zero and approximately equal to
each other. The small but non-zero v1{4}, v1{6} and v3{4} (shown in Fig. 4) and
v4{4} [66, 68] may be related to the non-Gaussianity of the p(vn) distribution.
ATLAS employed a data-driven unfolding method to obtain directly the p(vn)
distribution. In this method, an observed flow coefficient ~v obsn is calculated for each
event. The distribution p(vobsn ) contains the effects of smearing due to finite number
of particles and non-flow. These effects are estimated by the response function ~δ RFn ,
obtained from the difference of the ~v obsn calculated separately from two sub-events at
forward and backward pseudorapidities. These two quantities are related to the observed
flow vector as:
~v obsn = (~v
obs,F
n + ~v
obs,B
n )/2 ,
~δ RFn = (~v
obs,F
n − ~v obs,Bn )/2 . (27)
Since the statistical smearing and most non-flow effects are not correlated between the
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Figure 7. (Top-left) The p(v2) distribution and associated fit by Bessel-Gaussian
function. (Top-right) Centrality dependence of v2{8} obtained from multi-particle
correlation method compared with that directly calculated from the p(v2). (Bottom)
The ratios of the v2{6}/v2{4} and v2{8}/v2{4} from the two methods. Plots taken
from Ref. [8, 68].
two subevents, the distribution of observed flow vector is simply the convolution of true
flow vector and the response function:
p(~v obsn ) = p(~vn)⊗ p(~δ RFn ). (28)
Consequently, the truth flow distribution can be obtained by a standard unfolding
procedure such a Bayesian unfolding. A detailed study based on HIJING and AMPT
simulation [69] shows that ~δ RFn appears as a random Gaussian smearing of the underlying
flow distribution, justifying the unfolding procedure.
Figure 6 shows the p(v2), p(v3) and p(v4) from ATLAS in several centrality intervals
for Pb+Pb collisions. The p(v3) and p(v4) distributions are well described by the B-G
functions. The p(v3) distributions suggest a small but non-zero v3{4} as indicated from
the deviation of the data from a pure gaussian function Eq. 22. The p(v2) distributions
show significant deviations from B-G function in mid-central and peripheral collisions.
One example is shown in the top-left panel of Fig. 7. This deviation leads to a 2%
difference between v2{4} and v2{6}, but no difference between v2{6} and v2{8} (bottom
panels of Fig. 7), implying that when v0n is large, vn{2k} for k > 1 responds slowly to
deviation from B–G function. The small change of vn{2k} can be easily buried under
the experimental systematic uncertainties.
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ATLAS data 
Figure 8. (left) The p(v2) data fit by Bessel-Gaussian and elliptic power
function [71]. (Middle) v2 vs. ε2 from viscous hydro calculation with EbyE fluctuating
initial condition [63]. (Right) The scaled v2 distribution compared to viscous hydro
calculation with EbyE IP-Glasma initial conditions [12,18].
Figure 7 also compares the v2{2k} obtained from 2k particle correlations (left part
of Eq. 24) with that calculated directly from the p(v2) distribution (second part of
Eq. 24). Excellent agreement within 1% is observed across the full centrality range.
Hence cumulants calculated from p(vn) distribution provides equivalent information as
the traditional method, but it is more intuitive and transparent in the estimation of
systematic uncertainties.
One reason for the non-Gaussian behavior is that the eccentricity distribution p(ε2)
is bounded from above by ε2 < 1. As a result, p(ε2) itself deviates strongly from B–G
distribution and can instead be parameterized by a “elliptic-power” function [70]. Since
v2 ∝ ε2, the p(v2) distribution is also expected to fall faster than B–G function at large
v2 value (see top-left panel of Fig. 7). But the problem is that the shape of the p(ε2)
distributions from various initial geometry models can not be tuned to agree with p(v2)
distribution across the full centrality range. In peripheral collisions, for example, the
p(ε2) always falls faster than p(v2) in the tail of the distributions. There are two possible
explanations: 1) Current modeling of p(ε2) is wrong, but response coefficient k2 = v2/ε2
is constant across the full ε2 range [71]. In this case, the eccentricity distribution can
be obtained as p(ε2) = p(v2)/k2 (see left panel of Fig. 8). 2) The modeling of p(ε2)
is correct, but k2 is a function of ε2. A recent hydrodynamic model calculation [63]
suggests that the k2 increases slightly at large ε2 as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 8,
hence the p(v2) distribution is expect to decrease more slowly than the p(ε2) distribution,
consistent with experimental observation [8]. Similar non-linear behavior of k2 is also
observed in hydro calculations based on the IP-Glasma initial condition as shown in the
right panel of Fig. 8.
In most hydro calculation with fluctuating initial condition, a sizable spread has
been observed in the correlation between EbyE εn and EbyE vn as shown in Fig. 8. This
spread can be partially related to the fluctuations of event-plane angle as a function of
pT and η: Φn(pT, η), observed in hydrodynamic simulations [34, 57]. The correlation is
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Figure 9. The pion vn vs. εn for n = 2, 3 and 4 in 0-5% central Pb+Pb collisions
from EbyE viscous hydro calculations [13].
often quantified by a linear correlation coefficient:
c(vn, εn) =
〈(vn − 〈vn〉)(εn − 〈εn〉)〉√
〈(vn − 〈vn〉)2〉 〈(εn − 〈εn〉)2〉
(29)
c(vn, εn) = 1 or -1 indicates perfect correlation or anti-correlation. Given that εn can be
defined with different radial weights, and that the correlation between these definitions
also have significant spread, it is not surprising that the vn–εn correlation should not
be perfect. However, it is not clear how much of this spread is due to the higher-order
radial modes in the initial geometry or is generated dynamically in the final state (e.g.
hydrodynamic noise or hadronic freezeout). This remains an open issue to be resolved
in the future.
3.3. Event-plane correlations p(Φn,Φm, ...)
The correlation between different harmonic planes can in general be captured by multi-
particle correlation as given by Eq. 9. A few such correlators have been measured by
ALICE [66]. In practice, it is often desirable to cast these correlators into different
forms, such as the event-plane method and the scalar-product method used by ATLAS.
Ignoring the statistical smearing and non-flow for the sake of simplicity, the correlators
from these two methods reduce to:
cos(ΣkkckΦk){EP} → 〈cos(c1Φ1 + 2c2Φ2...+ lclΦl)〉 (30)
cos(ΣkkckΦk){SP} → 〈v
|c1|
1 v
|c2|
2 ...v
|cl|
l cos(c1Φ1 + 2c2Φ2...+ lclΦl)〉√
〈v|2c1|1 〉〈v|2c2|2 〉...〈v|2cl|l 〉
=
〈v|c1|1 v|c2|2 ...v|cl|l cos(c1Φ1 + 2c2Φ2...+ lclΦl)〉
〈v|c1|1 v|c2|2 ...v|cl|l 〉
〈v|c1|1 v|c2|2 ...v|cl|l 〉√
〈v|2c1|1 〉〈v|2c2|2 〉...〈v|2cl|l 〉
≡ cos(ΣkkckΦk){EP}w F (v|c1|1 , v|c2|2 , ..., v|cl|l ) (31)
Eq. 31 has been separated into two parts. The first part is the cosine average of the
normalized distribution of c1Φ1 + 2c2Φ2...+ lclΦl, which is similar to Eq. 30 except for
the vn weights. The second part, denoted as F (v
|c1|
1 , v
|c2|
2 , ..., v
|cl|
l ), is a factor that is
always smaller than one due to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. If the angular correlation is
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independent of the magnitude of the flow, the first part of Eq. 31 should equal Eq. 30.
In this case, the correlator from the SP method should always be smaller than that
given by the EP method. Experimental results as shown in Fig. 10, on the other hand,
suggest the opposite. This can happen only if the events with larger flow also have
stronger angular correlations in order to compensate for the F factor.
To verify this, we estimate the value of F in the AMPT model [69], which was found
to quantitatively describe the measured the EP correlators. The resulting factors, as
shown in Fig. 11, are always below one as expected. Interestingly, these factors are also
found to be approximately the same as the ratio of the correlators between the two
methods:
cos(ΣkkckΦk){EP}
cos(ΣkkckΦk){SP} ' F (v
|c1|
1 , v
|c2|
2 , ..., v
|cl|
l ) (32)
From this, we obtain the following approximate empirical relation:
cos(ΣkkckΦk){EP}
cos(ΣkkckΦk){EP}w ' F
2(v
|c1|
1 , v
|c2|
2 , ..., v
|cl|
l ) (33)
This relation suggests that the unweighted EP correlators are approximately a factor of
F 2 weaker than the vn-weighted case, but about half of this difference is cancelled
out in the SP method (Eq. 31). In the future, it would be useful to calculate
cos(ΣkkckΦk){EP}w and F factor separately, in order to separate the EbyE fluctuation
of angular correlations and EbyE fluctuation of vn magnitudes.
Several theory groups recently calculated the centrality dependence of EP
correlators using hydrodynamic models [14, 15, 32, 42, 72]. The results of these
calculations are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data. The dynamical
origin of these correlators has been explained using the so-called single-shot
hydrodynamics [15, 42, 72], where small fluctuations are imposed on a smooth average
geometry profile, and the hydrodynamic response to these small fluctuations is then
derived analytically using a cumulant expansion method. In this analytical approach,
the v4 signal comprises a term proportional to the ε4 (linear response term) and a leading
non-linear term that is proportional to ε22 [32, 72]:
v4e
i4Φ4 = a0 ε4e
i4Φ∗4 + a1
(
ε2e
i2Φ∗2
)2
+ ... = c0 e
i4Φ∗4 + c1v
2
2e
i4Φ2 + ... , (34)
where the second line of the equation is derived from Eq. 18, and c0 = a0ε4 denotes the
linear component of v4 and coefficients a0, a1 and c1 are weak functions of centrality.
This decomposition of the v4 signal explains the measured correlation between Φ2 and
Φ4, e.g. 〈cos 4k(Φ2−Φ4)〉 (k = 1, 2, and 3). In the same manner, the v5 signal comprises
a linear component proportional to ε5 and a leading non-linear term involving v2 and
v3:
v5e
i5Φ5 = a0ε5e
i5Φ∗5 + a1ε2e
i2Φ∗2ε3e
i3Φ∗3 + ... = c0e
i5Φ∗5 + c1v2v3e
i(2Φ2+3Φ3) + ... (35)
which explains the centrality dependence of 〈cos(2Φ2 + 3Φ3 − 5Φ5)〉. Similarly, the v6
signal is given by the following decomposition:
v6e
i6Φ6 = a0ε6e
i6Φ∗6 + a1
(
ε2e
i2Φ∗2
)3
+ a2
(
ε3e
i3Φ∗3
)2
+ a3ε2e
i2Φ∗2ε4e
i4Φ∗4 + ...
= c0e
i6Φ∗6 + c1v
3
2e
i6Φ2 + c2v
2
3e
i6Φ3 + c3v2e
i(2Φ2+4Φ∗4) + ... (36)
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Figure 10. The event-plane correlations calculated from EP method (open symbols)
and SP method (filled symbol) [9] and compared with those obtained from the AMPT
models [37].
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Figure 11. The F factor in Eq. 31 from AMPT (lines) and ratios of the correlators
between EP method and SP method from ATLAS (symbols) for the nine correlators
shown in Fig. 10.
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This decomposition of the v6 signal explains the measured correlations between Φ6 and
Φ2,Φ3 and/or Φ4, such as 〈cos 6(Φ2−Φ6)〉, 〈cos 6(Φ3−Φ6)〉 and 〈cos(2Φ2+4Φ4−Φ6)〉 [9].
In particular, the large signal of 〈cos(2Φ2 + 4Φ4−Φ6)〉 observed in central collisions (0-
5% range) must arise from the non-linear coupling between Φ∗2 and Φ
∗
4 corresponding to
the third term, since both 〈cos 4(Φ2−Φ4)〉 and 〈cos 6(Φ2−Φ6)〉 are very small in central
collisions as shown in Fig. 10. One exception is 〈cos(2Φ2 − 6Φ3 + 4Φ4)〉, which can not
be explained by a simple decomposition like Eqs. 34–36. This probably suggests other
non-linear terms, possibly involving dipolar flow v1, need to be included simultaneously.
3.4. Flow amplitude correlations p(vn, vm)
The event-shape selection method [24, 27] provides a more direct way of studying the
correlation between vn and vm. In one implementation of such method by the ATLAS
experiment [26], the azimuthal angle distribution of the transverse energy ET in the
forward calorimeter over 3.3 < |η| < 4.9 is expanded into a Fourier series for each event:
2pi
dET
dφ
= ΣET (1 + 2Σ
∞
n=1qn cosn(φ−Ψn)) (37)
where the reduced flow vector qn represents the ET-weighted raw flow coefficients v
obs
n ,
qn = Σ
(
ETv
obs
n
)
/ΣET. Traditionally, events are divided according to ΣET into different
centrality classes. But here events are further divided according to the second harmonic
modulation of the ET distribution, q2. This classification separates events with similar
multiplicity but with very different ellipticity. The values of vn are then calculated with
charged particles at mid-rapidity (|η| < 2.5) using a two-particle correlation method.
The non-flow effects are suppressed by a rapidity gap |∆η| > 2 between charged particle
pairs. Figure 12 shows the performance of event-shape selection on q2 in the ATLAS
detector. The values of v2 are varied by up to a factor of three for events with similar
centrality.
The correlation of v2 between two different pT ranges, presented in Fig. 13(a), shows
a boomerang-like centrality dependence, reflecting a stronger viscous correction for the
centrality dependence of v2 at higher pT. In contrast, the same correlation within a
narrow centrality interval is found to be always linear. This linearity indicates that
viscous effects are controlled by the system size not its overall shape. Hence the event-
shape selection method provides a more precise control on the viscosity effects.
The v3–v2 correlations, shown in Fig. 13(b), reveal a surprising anti-correlation
between the triangularity and ellipticity of the initial geometry. This anti-correlation
is very similar in magnitude to the correlation between ε3 and ε2, suggesting that
this correlation reflects mostly initial geometry effects, which is expected from the
dominance of linear hydrodynamic response for v2 and v3. The geometric origin of
this anti-correlation is easy to understand. As the overlap region becomes more elliptic
or elongated, the fluctuation of triangularity is constrained: instead of fitting one large
triangular for a circular overlap region (small ε2), one can only fit multiple, uncorrelated
small triangles for an elliptic geometry (large ε2).
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Figure 12. Left panel: The distribution of q2 (or v
obs
2 ) calculated in forward
calorimeter (3.3 < |η| < 4.9) for events within a narrow fixed centrality range. This
distribution is divided into different q2 ranges. Right panel: Correlation of the mid-
rapidity v2 with q2 for four centrality intervals, where v2 is calculated from 2PC method
for particles with |η| < 2.5 and |∆η| > 2. Results taken from Ref. [26].
ATLAS also studied v4–v2 and v5–v2 correlations (see Fig. 13(c) and Fig. 14). The
patterns in these correlations are found to be dominated by the interplay between the
linear and non-linear collective dynamics in the final state of the Pb+Pb collisions. In
fact as shown in Fig. 14, these correlations are well described by two-parameter fits of
the following form, motivated by Eq. 34 for v4 and Eq. 35 for v5, respectively:
v4 =
√
c20 + (c1v
2
2)
2 , (38)
v5 =
√
c20 + (c1v2v3)
2 , (39)
These excellent fits suggest that either contributions from higher-order non-linear terms
and initial correlation (〈cos 4(Φ∗2 − Φ∗4)〉 for v4 and 〈cos(2Φ∗2 + 3Φ∗3 − 5Φ∗5)〉 or v5) are
small, or they are, in effect, included through the non-linear component of the fit.
The success of the two-component fits naturally allow us to decompose the v4 and
v5, centrality by centrality, into linear and non-linear terms as:
vLn = c0, v
NL
n =
√
v2n − c20 (40)
The results are shown in Fig. 15. The linear term associated with εn depends only
weakly on centrality, and dominates the vn signal in central collisions. The non-linear
term increases as the collisions become more peripheral. A similar decomposition can
also be obtained directly from the measured event-plane correlations [9]:
vNL4 = v4 〈cos 4(Φ2 − Φ4)〉 , vNL5 = v5 〈cos(2Φ2 + 3Φ3 − 5Φ5)〉 , (41)
which agree very well with results obtained from direct fits, implying that the
correlations between flow magnitudes arise mostly from the correlations between the
flow angles.
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Figure 13. The correlation of (panel a) v2 in two different pT ranges, (panel b) v3
and v2 in the same pT range and (panel c) v4 and v2 in the same pT range. The data
points in each centrality interval correspond to the fourteen event classes with different
ellipticity selected via an event-shape engineering technique. These data are overlaid
with the centrality dependence without event-shape selection (think grey lines). The
thin solid straight lines in the left panel represent a linear fit of the data in each
centrality, and error bars represent the statistical uncertainties. Results taken from
Ref. [26].
Figure 14. The v4–v2 (top row) and v5–v2 (bottom row) correlations measured in
0.5 < pT < 2 GeV in three 5% centrality intervals. In each panel, the correlation
data are fit to functions that include both linear and non-linear contributions. The
correlation data are also compared with re-scaled εn–ε2 correlation from the MC
Glauber and MC-KLN models in the same centrality interval. Results taken from
Ref. [26].
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Figure 15. The centrality dependence of the v4 (left) and v5 (right) in 0.5–2 GeV
and the associated linear and non-linear components extracted from the fit in Fig. 14.
They are compared with the linear and non-linear components estimated from the
previous published event-plane correlations [9]. Results taken from Ref. [26].
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Figure 16. Three two-plane correlators in ten bins (each containing 10% events) of
q2 and ε2 for AMPT Pb+Pb events with b = 8 fm. Results are calculated using the
scalar-production method [24].
3.5. Mixed correlations p(vl,Φn,Φm, ...)
So far the only study of the correlation between flow magnitudes and event-plane angles
is performed in AMPT simulations using the event-shape selection technique [24]. In
this study, various two- and three-plane correlators are calculated as a function of v2 and
v3 for events with the same impact parameter. In many cases, the strength of the event-
plane correlation is found to increase with v2 or v3. One example of such study is shown
in Fig. 16. The dependence of these correlators on v2 for fixed centrality is qualitatively
similar to the overall centrality dependence shown in Fig. 10. That is the correlators
〈cos 4(Φ2 − Φ4)〉 and 〈cos 6(Φ2 − Φ6)〉 increase with v2, while 〈cos 6(Φ3 − Φ6)〉 decreases
with v2 (note v2 increases with decreasing Npart). These observations imply that most
of the mixed-correlations are controlled by the corresponding event-plane correlations,
consistent with the results in Sec. 3.4.
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4. Future directions
4.1. Precision event-shape selection
The application of event-shape selection is not only limited to flow observables. It
should be straightforward to measure the HBT correlation, nuclear modification RAA,
dihadron correlation, chiral magnetic effects and more, for events selected to have the
same system size but different different ellipticity and triangularity. A recent study from
PHENIX collaboration [73] shows that the measured 2nd-order freezeout eccentricity εf2
is strongly correlated with event ellipticity. This is qualitatively expected, as events
with large v2 should on average have large ε2, and hence they may have larger ε
f
2.
We emphasize that the EbyE fluctuation of initial geometry is very large, and
events with the same system size follow very different pathway during the collective
expansion. If these events can be classified precisely, one can gain access to huge amount
of information on both the initial condition and dynamics in the final state. Studies by
the LHC experiments show that the dynamic range for selecting on the average v2 and ε2
can be as large as a factor of three in mid-central collisions [26,74]. The overlap region of
the events with largest ε2 has a cigar-like shape, with an aspect ratio exceeding a factor
of three. Such extremely elongated events are expected to expand voilently along the
short-axis direction while exhibiting very little collectivity along the long-axis direction,
similar to what is observed of the collective expansion of strongly-interacting cold atoms
initially prepared in spatially anisotropic state [75]. It would be interesting to perform
detailed study of hydrodynamic response for these extreme events.
4.2. Jet-medium interactions
One open issue in heavy ion physics is the mechanism of jet-quenching and subsequent
dissipation of the lost energy in the medium. The measurement by CMS experiment
demonstrates the lost energy of very high pT jets are transported to very large angle
and to low pT particles [76]. This study is very demanding on the event statistics and
the interpretation is complicated by jet selection bias.
It might be useful to study the fate of the mini-jets that have the energy of a few
GeV to few ten’s of GeV. These mini-jets are abundantly produced and constitute the
bulk of particle spectrum at intermediate pT where our theoretical understanding is least
under control. Traditionally, the medium interaction of mini-jets was accessed using
the two-particle azimuthal correlation method, supplemented with the flow background
subtraction via ZYAM procedure. This analysis procedure is subject to large systematics
due to dominance of collective flow in the correlation structure [77]. For example,
the away-side double-hump structure in the correlation function after elliptic flow
subtraction has been interpreted as the Mach-cone excited by the jets traversing the
medium [78,79], which was latter understood to arise from triangular flow [2].
We may improve the situation by performing the analysis in events with very
small vn, taking advantage of the event-shape selection technique. But ultimately,
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Figure 17. The distributions of the particles in η × φ space for six typical Au+Au
collisions at
√
snn = 200 GeV in 0–10% centrality interval, obtained from 3+1D
calculation based on ideal hydrodynamics [58].
two-particle correlation method may not be the best approach to investigate the jet-
medium interactions. Instead, we may need to develop methods that focus directly on
the localized η × φ structures in the EbyE particle multiplicity or ET distribution.
To motivate this idea, Figure 17 shows the η × φ distribution of particle density
from a 3+1D EbyE hydrodynamic calculation for several events in 0-10% based on the
AMPT initial condition [58]. The localized peaks and valleys in these events could be
remnant of the mini-jets in the initial state. These localized structures, or “hydro-jets”,
are much broader than typical high-pT jets. They can be found, possibly as fake-jets,
by running standard jet reconstruction algorithm. Obviously, the jet finding algorithm
needs to be modified in order to maximize the finding efficiency and better adapt to
the shape of these objects. One can then perform a detailed study of the spectrum and
substructure of these hydro-jets.
4.3. Longitudinal dynamics
Most studies of the heavy ion collisions only consider fluctuations in the transverse plane,
and dynamics in the longitudinal direction are often assumed to be boost invariant.
However on an event-by-event basis, there is no apriori reason why this should be the
case. Some earlier theoretical works [80–83] show that longitudinal fluctuations may
result in non-trivial η dependencies of the event-plane angles and two-particle correlation
functions. The breaking of boost invariance is especially pronounced for models based
on AMPT initial condition, as already shown in Fig. 17. This section offers some insights
on the origin of the longitudinal fluctuations.
We first note that the number of participating nucleons and eccentricity vectors can
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Figure 18. Schematic illustration of the forward-backward fluctuation of second-
order eccentricity and participant plane in A+A collisions. The dashed-lines indicate
the particle production profiles for forward-going and backward-going participants,
respectively [25,28,80].
be separately define for the two colliding nuclei, and in general they can differ strongly
on EbyE basis due to fluctuations: NFpart 6= NBpart and ~ε Fn 6= ~ε Bn . Secondly, the energy
deposition for each participating nucleon is not symmetric: Particles in the forward
(backward) rapidity are preferably produced by the participants in the forward-going
(backward-going) nucleus [84, 85]. Due to these two effects, the transverse shape of
the initially produced fireball at the time of the thermalization but before the onset of
the hydrodynamics should be a strong function of η (see Fig. 18). Consequently, the
eccentricity vector that drives the evolution of the whole system, ~ε totn , is expected to
interpolate between ~ε Fn at forward rapidity and ~ε
B
n at the backward rapidity [25]:
~ε totn (η) ≈ α(η)~ε Fn + (1− α(η))~ε Bn ≡ εtotn (η)einΦ
∗tot
n (η). (42)
where α(η) is a η dependent weighting factor for forward-going participating nucleons.
For symmetric collision system and assuming NFpart = N
B
part, it is approximately
α(η) ≈ f(η)
f(η)+f(−η) , where f(η) is the emission profile per-nucleon. Assuming that the
harmonic flow at given η is driven by the corresponding eccentricity vector at the same
η, which is a reasonable assumption for n = 2 and 3 [31, 32], we expect the following
relation to hold:
~vn(η) ≈ cn(η)
[
α(η)~ε Fn + (1− α(η))~ε Bn
]
(43)
The relation Eq. 43 has been verified using the AMPT model. Figure 19 shows the
correlation of the flow vector calculated in a forward η range (4 < η < 6), qF2 , with the
eccentricity for forward-going and backward-going nucleons, εF2 and ε
B
2 . The correlation
is stronger between εF2 and q
F
2 than that between ε
B
2 and q
F
2 , suggesting that the elliptic
flow in the forward-rapidity is driven more by the ellipticity of the forward-going Pb
nucleus (and vice versa). Figure 19(c) shows that the angles between the participant
planes are strongly correlated with the angles between the raw event planes, suggesting
that the twist in the initial state geometry is converted into twist in the final collective
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Figure 19. Correlation of εF2 vs. q
F
2 (left), ε
B
2 vs. q
F
2 (middle) and initial twist angle
vs final state twist angle (right) for AMPT Pb+Pb events with b = 8 fm. The numbers
in first two panels indicate the correlation coefficients [25].
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flow between the forward and the backward pseudorapidities. Similar results are also
observed for the triangularity and triangular flow.
The existence of η-dependent rotation of the event-plane angle can be
unambiguously identified via the event-shape twist method proposed in Ref. [28]. In this
method, a selection cut is applied on the difference of the event-plane angle between the
forward and backward η (4 < |η| < 6), ∆Ψcut2 = 2(ΨF2 −ΨB2 ). A two-particle correlation
function is constructed in center-rapidity (|η| < 3) for events selected with large ∆Ψcut2 .
The effect of twist appears as a twisted-ridge on both the near and away-side as shown in
Fig. 20. In addition, although the selection is enforced for the elliptic flow event plane,
a twist is also observed for higher-order harmonics (Fig. 20(c)). This is characteristic of
the effects of non-linear mixing which couples v2 to higher-order vn.
5. Summary
The initial condition of heavy ion collisions is lumpy and fluctuates strongly event to
event, each drives an unique collective expansion. Such EbyE fluctuations lead to broad
distributions of harmonic flow coefficients vn and non-trivial correlations between vn
and phases Φn of the harmonic flow. These distributions and correlations lead to
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a large set of flow observables, which are sensitive to details of the initial collisions
geometry and transport properties of medium in the final state. These observables
can be measured either directly via a data-driven unfolding method, indirectly by
constructing appropriate moments or cumulants using multi-particle correlations, or
inferred from event-shape selection techniques.
Initial measurements of these flow observables have been performed at RHIC
and the LHC, and they have been successfully described by sophisticated EbyE
hydrodynamic model calculations. The progresses from both fronts help to construct a
detailed space-time picture of the heavy ion collision. We now know that the first three
flow harmonics are driven mainly by a linear response to the corresponding eccentricity,
vn ∝ εn for n ≤ 3. Hence the precision data on v2 and v3, including an apparent anti-
correlation between v2 and v3, place a strong constraints on the fluctuations in the initial
geometry. For the higher-order flow harmonics v4, v5 and v6, non-linear contributions
from lower-order harmonics are very important, especially in mid-central and peripheral
collisions. The relative contributions of linear and non-linear effects are sensitive to
the expansion dynamics and dictate the experimentally measured correlations between
event-plane angles p(Φn,Φm, ...) and flow magnitudes p(vn, vm, ...). In principle, there
are enough experimental information to constrain many other important aspects of
the heavy ion collisions, such as early thermalization and initial flow, temperature
dependence of η/s, freezeout condition and hadronic transport. However this may be
realized only if theoretical models can simultaneously and quantitatively describe all
these flow observables.
There are several important open issues that can be addressed in future flow
measurements. The event-shape selection technique has been demonstrated to be a very
promising tool for elucidating flow response of to the change of initial geometry; More
complete picture of system evolution can be obtained by applying this technique to other
experimental observables such as HBT, spectra and dihadron correlation measurement.
The response or back-reaction of the medium to jets and di-jets is an important
component of the flow physics at intermediate and high pT (> 2–3 GeV). Measuring such
non-equilibrium aspect of the flow physics probably requires going beyond the traditional
Fourier-type harmonic analysis and developing new observables that are tuned to the
localized structures in η×φ space of the particle production. Finally, simple arguments
based on Glauber model suggest EbyE fluctuations in the longitudinal direction can be
as important as the fluctuations in the transverse plane. These initial state longitudinal
fluctuations lead to large forward-backward asymmetry in vn values and twist in the
event-plane angle, and are measurable. They promise to open up new avenues for
understanding initial state fluctuations, particle production and collective expansion
dynamics.
I appreciate fruitful discussions with S. Mohapatra and comments from J. Liao,
B. Schenke, R. Snellings and F. Wang. This research is supported by NSF under
grant number PHY-1305037 and by DOE through BNL under grant number DE-AC02-
98CH10886
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